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Experience & Qualification
of the Development Team

Experience and Qualifications of the
Development Team
Successful land development requires experience, foresight, creativity, communication, and skill in
turning a Master Plan into a viable solution that turns a vision into reality. Development of
residential, commercial, and recreational “systems” is a core competency for the Spinell Team. We
are proud of our ability to successfully assist communities in Anchorage, Girdwood, and Eagle River
in planning for the future, tying subdivisions, business districts, trail systems, neighborhood parks,
and schools together in a rich array of non-motorized and motorized uses. But without
implementation a plan is only a plan. Our team works with clients and communities to reflect their
vision in a tangible format, with design documents and pre-construction documents that allow
communities to implement their vision on an expedited timeframe.

Development of the Team Structure
Andre Spinell, Vice-President of Design and Development for Spinell Homes will lead this project
with support from Loren Becia, PE, The Boutet Company, and a cadre of subject matter experts.
These subject matter experts will be available to provide technical support as needed for this
development project. The graphic on the following page represents the management and
operational support staff. Our management approach uses proven partnering methods that
incorporates the philosophies, benefits, and advantages of in the development process. We believe
successful partnering relationships are built around the importance for personal and environmental
safety; total support and commitment of all team members; and positive encouragement of
innovation, teamwork, and cooperation.

Makeup of the Development Team Management
Spinell Homes, Inc. is the largest home builder in Alaska. Since 1987, the company
has built nearly 3,200 homes across southcentral Alaska. Spinell Homes is family
owned and operated by the Spinelli family of Anchorage. They are committed to
providing homebuyers with strong customer satisfaction every step of the process.
Homes are completed on time, on budget and to the client’s satisfaction. Spinell’s
reputation for satisfaction has garnered the company numerous accolades including multiple
awards for building excellence from the Anchorage and Mat-Su Home Builders Associations. The
company has also been honored with an Award of Excellence from the Better Business Bureau.
Spinell Homes has earned its reputation of excellence by providing safe, secure, and energy efficient
homes. The Spinell standard raises the bar for home building.
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As a certified green professional, Spinell Homes incorporates construction, development
techniques, and materials that minimize a home’s impact on the environment and foster a healthy
living environment. Project examples include:
 Ruby Subdivision
 Owl Net Subdivision, Eagle River
 Ruby Subdivision

CONTRACT | PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Andre Spinell | Vice President of Design and Development
As Vice President of Design and Development for Spinell Homes, Andre pursues his
passion of designing homes. He brings 20 years of experience to this management
role. Andre understands the challenges of designing and constructing residential
and commercial buildings in Alaska’s harsh weather, high energy costs, and limited
space. His goal is to have Spinell Homes solve these problems by finding creative
ways to continue new construction projects that meet the high standards of
energy efficiency.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
Development Projects include Bainbridge Estates, Bootlegger’s Cove &
Bootleggers Cove II Condominiums, Cambridge Park, Checkpoint, Clearview Condos, Crescent Hill,
Curry Ridge, Dove Tree Townhomes, Eagle Crossing I, Eagle Crossing VI, Eagle Heights, Fairview
Meadows, Hidden Ranch, Horizon Estates, Lauren Glenn Condominiums, Little Brook, Lois
Townhomes, Moss Creek, Nadine Park Townhomes, Olympus, Parkview Terrace II Rebecca Scott,
Ridgemont, Riverpark, Scott’s Bluff, Sunset Hills, Terraces Subdivision Phase 9, West Park Phase 2b
and 2c, Curry Ridge, Owls Nest, and Woodhaven.
The Boutet Company, Inc. (TBC) was formed specifically to provide project
management services to the Municipality of Anchorage. For the past 26 years, they
have continuously held worked with the various Municipal Departments under term
contracts and stand-along projects. TBC remains singularly focused on that mission.
In addition to working with Spinell on subdivision development, the following project highlights
work they have performed for HLB in Girdwood.
Winner Creek Nordic Trails Feasibility Study and Master Plan, Girdwood. TBC partnered with HLB
on this project to support development of new Nordic trails in the Glacier Valley/Winner Creek area.
The project goals and objectives involved evaluating technical, environmental, financial, and
political requirements and identifying an implementation plan for phased trail development, costs
and funding sources, and operation and maintenance responsibilities.
Holton Hills Feasibility Study, Girdwood. TBC prepared a feasibility study to evaluate the feasibility
of a residential subdivision in the Lower Matrix of Crow Creek Neighborhood. The study evaluated
the natural constraints identified in the Crow Creek Neighborhood Plan and proposed alternative
options for residential development meeting the requirements of the approved land use plan and
AMC Title 21.09. The following tasks were completed for development of the draft report:
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Integrate existing GIS and survey data, property lines, existing wetlands, utilities, roads, and
ortho‐rectified aerial photos from July 2006.
Field reconnaissance, research, analysis, and participation in discussions with AWWU
regarding Phase II of the Water Loop project.
Analyze and map existing wetlands mapping; the results of work for AWWU and a limited
winter‐field reconnaissance, tentative boundaries, and characterization of wetland areas
within the Lower Matrix Area.
Develop conceptual layout of the Lower Matrix Subdivision, including roadways, utilities,
using the results of the base mapping and wetlands delineation work.
Estimate development cost for the conceptual subdivision layout, including cost to plat,
design and construct roads, utilities, and site work.

ENGINEERING PROJECT MANAGER
Loren Becia, PE | Senior Project Engineer
Loren will have the role of Lead Project Engineer for the duration of this contract.
As Lead Engineer, Loren will manage TBC’s team, serve as the single point of
contact for individual engineering task orders, and be responsible for planning,
preparing conceptual plans, civil design tasks, and all deliverables. He will
coordinate the interaction and schedule with our subconsultants and outside
agencies. His pragmatic, common sense approach allows Loren to be a very
effective Lead Engineer.
Loren produces high quality projects combining his design, construction, and
project management experience in transportation engineering, traffic safety analysis, water and
sewer utilities, and stormwater conveyance. He has more than 30 years of experience completing
projects throughout Alaska. Loren is well-versed in state, and municipal project development
processes, policies, procedures, and practices. He prides himself in developing cost-effective
engineering solutions for road and drainage problems. His extensive and successful design
experience demonstrates his abilities to manage all aspects of project development including
planning, design, cost estimating, and utility coordination, as well as stakeholder communications
and Quality Control.
RELEVANT EXPERIENCE










Alaska Department of Natural Resources Mental Health Trust Land Office South Central Term
Engineering Services
Hillcrest Drive Water Main
Third Avenue Water Rehabilitation—LaTouche Street to Ingra Street
Yosemite Drive Water Main Extension
Edward Street Upgrade—Debarr Road to Sixth Avenue
Baxter Road and Beaver Place Improvements
Northeast Anchorage Water Intertie Capital Improvement project
Campbell Woods Subdivision Area Roads and Drainage Improvements
Toilsome Hill Road/Glen Alps Road and Canyon Road Improvements
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O’Malley Road Environmental Analysis and Preliminary Engineering Report, Seward Highway
to Hillside Drive
Dowling Road Reconstruction, Old Seward Highway to Lake Otis Boulevard
Minnesota Drive Storm Rehabilitation

Development Team Experience
Our Subject Matter Specialist are available to bring as needed civil and geotechnical engineering,
geohydrology, and landscape architecture. The result is a tremendous depth of “hands on” expertise
committed to supporting Spinell Homes with this project.

Jacques Boutet, PE | Principal Engineer/Quality Control

Jacques is available for Quality Control review of all deliverables ensuring all documents meet the
Municipality of Anchorage’s standards. He is recognized expertise in transportation planning and
engineering, as well as community development and infrastructure planning. Jacques is a registered
civil engineer in Alaska and holds a bachelor’s degree in civil engineering from the University of
Minnesota. For the past 36 years, Jacques has consulted with federal, state, and municipal agencies
on Public Works programs throughout the Municipality of Anchorage (MOA) and Alaska. He has
developed capital improvement programs, reconnaissance and feasibility studies, financing plans,
corridor, location, and design studies as well as environmental assessments and impact statements.

Tanya Hickok, PE | Senior Civil Engineer

Tanya will work closely with Loren on the civil engineering tasks. Since joining TBC in 2016, Tanya
has been fully immersed in providing project administration on more than twenty MOA projects.
Tanya will continue to bring her professionalism, engineering expertise in civil engineering, land use
planning, permitting, and project management to all assigned tasks. She has established excellent
relationships with clients, teaming partners, and contractors. Her relevant experience includes the
Alyeska Master Development Plans and Plats, and CEA Girdwood Substation Conditional Use Permit
in Girdwood; and the Grass Creek Village at Creekside in Anchorage.

Aimee Posanka, PE | Senior Civil Engineer

Aimee will also be available to assist Loren. She has provided engineering and management on
multiple land development projects. Her experience included coordinating and facilitating
numerous stakeholder advisory committees, community planning workshops and public
information presentations to gather input about current and future projects.

David E. Brailey | Geohydrologist

David is an Alaska geohydrologist with 30 years of experience in geologic mapping, groundwater
hydrology, and surface water studies. He holds master’s and bachelor’s degrees in Geology from the
University of Wisconsin. He is available to evaluate any ground and surface water questions that may
arise.
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Holly Spoth-Torres, ASLA | Landscape Architect/Public Involvement

Holly is a public involvement specialist with more than 20 years of experience in Alaska. Her career focus has
been developing innovative public involvement and stakeholder engagement strategies to involve Alaska
residents in community development, outdoor recreation, transportation, and public works projects. Holly
excels at facilitating difficult conversations for complex projects by patiently building consensus and
finding common ground for all stakeholders. Holly is currently working on multiple projects in Girdwood
including the Girdwood Area Plan Update, Girdwood Trails Plan, and the Girdwood Health Clinic.

Kyle Brennan, PE | Lead Geotechnical Engineer

Kyle has 21 years of geotechnical and geological experience and has provided services for a wide
variety of projects within MOA. He will provide the geotechnical services required for this project
including data review, explorations, and geotechnical engineering analysis. Kyle also has extensive
experience with the unique geotechnical conditions and design challenges in the Girdwood area,
including knowledge of soil and groundwater conditions, and strong familiarity with MOA Standard
Specifications (MASS), MOA Design Criteria Manual (DCM), and AWWU Design and Construction
Practices Manual (DCPM). Kyle has delivered numerous projects under Design/Build delivery, and
provided geotechnical engineering analysis, recommendations, and designs for many residential
subdivisions. His relevant experience in Girdwood includes the following projects:





180 Taos Road Townhouses
Girdwood K-8 School Site Improvements
Girdwood Park and Tennis Court Improvements
Girdwood Cemetery Feasibility Study

Experience with Design/Build Projects
The strong history of successful collaboration between Spinell and TBC in residential development
in Anchorage and the Valley is illustrated in the following narratives for four recent projects.
Hidden Ranch Subdivision
Project Scope: Design and construction of 27 single-family homes.
Project Duration: 2018-2021
Project Description: Located in the City of Palmer, this development brought additional units into an
area with a high level of need for additional housing.
Services: Program management, financing, marketing, vertical construction (Spinell). Planning,
subdivision platting, design and construction surveying, site civil engineering, landscape architecture
(TBC).
Habitat for Humanity
Project Scope: Design and construction of three duplex buildings (six residential units total)
Project Duration: 2017-2020
Project Description: Located on Duben Road, east of Muldoon Road, this development brought
additional units into an area with a high level of need for affordable housing.
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Services: Program management, financing, marketing, vertical construction (Spinell). Planning,
subdivision platting, design and construction surveying, landscape architecture (TBC).
Curry Ridge Subdivision
Project Scope: Design and construction of 22 single-family homes.
Project Duration: 2016-2019
Project Description: Located within the Eagle Crossing development, this project was a recent phase
of this major Eagle River residential development.
Services: Program management, financing, marketing, vertical construction (Spinell). Planning,
subdivision platting, design and construction surveying, landscape architecture (TBC).
Owls Nest Subdivision
Project Scope: Design and construction of 29 single-family homes.
Project Duration: 2017-2020
Project Description: Located within the Eagle Crossing development, this project was a recent phase
of this major Eagle River residential development.
Services: Program management, financing, marketing, vertical construction (Spinell). Planning,
subdivision platting, design, and construction surveying (TBC).

Proof of Financing
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Business Plan

Business Plan
This proposal focuses on the improvement and subdividing of the land depicted in the overview,
which lies between Crow Creek Road and Glacier Creek northeast of Girdwood K-8 School. We
propose to create these lots and offer them for sale so that various entities including but not limited
to Spinell Homes can follow with construction of single-family homes, accessory dwelling units, and
multi-family housing of various types. For example, within the GR-5 portion of the project we believe
it is possible to build apartments, attached townhouses, and preferably detached townhouse style
multifamily housing. Every piece of land is unique, and we aim to guide the development in a
direction that adapts to the existing landscape to limit disturbance and preserve natural beauty of
the Girdwood Valley. We believe this is the intent the current and future Girdwood Area Plans, Crow
Creek Neighborhood Plan, Title 21, the community of Girdwood as well as the entire Municipality of
Anchorage. It is anticipated that it will be necessary to create covenants, conditions and restrictions
that ensure the development has the necessary guidelines to meet the goals of the RFP and the
plans.
Spinell Homes and subsidiary development entity Mission Hills LLC has consistently developed
residential housing projects over the last 30 years and has been one of if not the most active
developers within the Municipality in the last 5 years. Being familiar with the landscape of the
current regulatory environment as well as the real estate market gives us a great advantage to be
successful in this endeavor. Spinell wishes to engage its consultants and Municipal staff to begin the
process of platting and permitting of this Master Planned Community immediately if selected. We
propose that the process begins with an Option to Purchase to ensure that our investment in the
design of the development is not wasted. We plan to then refine our order of magnitude pricing for
the project as a whole and break the project up into manageable phases that can better fit into the
Alaska construction season as well as match market demand. After project plans are defined Spinell
Homes and HLB will begin negotiations for the precise terms of the purchase of the land. At this
point in time Spinell Homes would like to propose that HLB consider owner financing and
subordinating the land to the development loan for the property. This will reduce upfront and
carrying cost to the developer allowing for low lot prices to the end users. HLB would then be paid
for the land at the time lots sell from the development entity to the various builders of the future
homes that will be on this site.
Currently we have a preliminary development plan presented in Section 5 that contains
lots.
Using current zoning and Girdwood Area Plans the majority are single family lots within the GR-3
and then roughly
percent multifamily lots within the GR-5. We estimate that an approximate
total of
units under current zoning and planning configuration can be built. Our order of
magnitude pricing estimates the improvements within the project to be approximately
,
which is a hard cost of
per unit. Using a percent development fee, this would bring the
total cost to
. If we assume an average appraised improved land value per unit to be
and we do not consider offsite improvements this would leave a
per unit or
total raw land value, the project could afford to pay HLB for the developed portions of
the land. Any lands outside the developed area could be platted and deeded back to HLB or its
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assigns. The average land value per unit of
was used by assuming
single family units
with a
lot price and
multifamily units with a
per unit land cost. This is
consistent with current market conditions. In the below you can see the vacant residential lot sales
listed on the MLS as closed in the last 3 years. The average price is closer to
but most of
these lots are closer to Alyeska Resort and land values appear to decrease as the locations moves
further away thus a
single family lot cost is a conservative estimate of actual appraised
value.
per unit land value for the multifamily units is a somewhat ambitious price but using
our preferred single family detached development model like existing successful projects in the
Girdwood Valley like the “Bird House” Condominium project we feel these can be obtained.

It is anticipated that there may be offsite improvements that could be required of this project or
onsite improvements to trail systems existing or planned with in the area, parks or other community
features that are above what we have currently considered. We have had many discussions with the
Girdwood Community Land Trust (GCLT) throughout this process and would consider them as an
informal partner that we have committed to working with in the future to help them achieve their
goals. We understand these goals are mainly focused on long-term rental housing, work force
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housing, and attainable housing for the Girdwood Valley and its current and future residents. We
are open to exploring the idea of bringing the GCLT on as a partner in some capacity or as the
beneficiary of some portion of the land or improved lots if that is determined to be acceptable to
HLB and the GCLT. GCLT has also expressed interest in community gardens, Parks and Recreation
center site. Our preliminary development plan has several opens spaces and some sites that appear
appropriate for a possible recreation center if that emerges as a priority of all parties and the
community these adjustments could be easily made early in the process.
One major offsite improvement that has been considered is the improvement of the portion of Crow
Creek Road leading to and fronting this project area. We have created a magnitude of cost estimate
for this road at
. Adding that to the onsite development cost to the total project cost
brings the total to
or
per unit, which becomes
after adding a
percent developers fee. In this scenario the HLB land would be near breakeven (plus approximately
per unit using the current assumptions. We are, however, confident that through value
engineering and negotiations with various stakeholders as plans and approval requirements develop
that we will be able to find the necessary solutions to make this project more profitable given the
above “worst case scenario” outcome.
As stated above, the additional cost incurred by the development to provide offsite improvements,
public spaces or land dedicated to affordable housing of various types at less than market rate will
reduce the potential value that the development can afford to pay for the land and still be viable.
This is anticipated to be a complex process involving further engineering and survey exploration,
discussions with the various Municipal departments associated with development approvals,
community stakeholders including but not limited to GCLT and HLB. Once a consensus is found on
what can and should be provided by the development and compared with more refined
predevelopment cost and a project appraisal then actual land values the development can afford to
pay will be obtained. It is at this time that Spinell Homes and HLB will be able to formalize a Purchase
and Sale Agreement.
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Level of Return &
Benefit to the MOA

Level of Return and Benefit to the
Municipality of Anchorage
Currently the land held by HLB in the Girdwood Valley hosts some high value natural features and
trails but other than sits idle. Meanwhile the Girdwood Valley and the Municipality is experiencing
a housing crisis with demand outweighing supply. The Girdwood Valley appears to be the epicenter
of this. Most single-family homes and for sale multi-family units sell in less than four days and for
double digit percentages over the asking price. This project will help to take a step forward in solving
these problems and this should be a substantial benefit to the Municipality. Allowing for private
investment into public infrastructure will eventually lead to massive increase in private investment
in vertical improvements on this land adding drastically to the tax base of the Girdwood Valley and
MOA, which will benefit the community for years to come. Assuming an average unit value of
after vertical construction is completed and current tax rates. this would be approximately
in property tax paid to MOA per unit annually. This will generate roughly
per year
in additional property tax income using what we feel are conservative estimates.
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& Ordinances
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Consistency with Adopted
Plans and Ordinances
At this early stage, our proposed subdivision concept layout illustrates that it is possible to achieve
the goals for land development identified in the RFP and alleviate the chronic shortfall of housing in
the Girdwood Valley. This can all be accomplished while enhancing the experience of living in a
mountain village. From the Girdwood Area Plan (1995) goals and recent community planning and
visioning conducted by the Imagine! Girdwood Committee, we know the following:





Girdwood values its small-town atmosphere.
Girdwood stives to be a community with equitable and affordable access to services,
facilities, and housing that maintain and enhance the quality of community life.
Girdwood is a community that is active outdoors.
Girdwood’s natural environment is the basis/foundation of its identity and economy.

The Girdwood Area Plan (GAP) will drive the overall vision for this residential development as well
as establishing land use designations for the project area. The Crow Creek Neighborhood Land Use
Plan and the Girdwood Commercial Areas and Transportation Plan provide more detailed guidance
for carrying out development in overall layout and with development standards. Our proposal lays
the framework for residential development consistent with the previously mentioned plans by
reflecting Girdwood’s unique community character, providing low-traffic roads and a neighborhood
trail system, retaining open space, natural vegetation, wetlands, and topography, and providing
neighborhood access to the new Girdwood townsite and linking to nearby trails.

Development Priorities
The Girdwood Valley is a highly desired place to live, work, and play for primary and secondary
residents. Our proposal will be a unique residential development benefiting Girdwood and all of
Anchorage by providing the following:






A higher and better use of undeveloped land,
Providing more housing choices,
Spurring economic development,
Increasing the tax base, and
Providing employment and economic stability for residents and employers.

More specifically our proposal achieves development priorities by:
Ensure Design Quality: Residential development will reflect Girdwood’s unique community
character and sense of place using high quality materials that mirror the natural
environment. Class A wetlands will be maintained, and the Iditarod National Historic Trail
will be preserved and continuous.
Higher and Better Use: There is a housing shortage in the Girdwood Valley. Our plan proposes a
subdivision layout within walking distance of the New Townsite that maximizes the use of
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developable land while balancing open space, wetland retention, access to trails, and a
variety of housing alternatives.
Increase Desirability Level: Based on a market analysis there will be a mix of housing alternatives
available (single family, multi-family, and accessory dwelling units), both workforce and
market rate for primary and secondary residents.
Promote Housing and Employment Stability: The availability of workforce housing within our
proposal will provide an economic benefit for not only for Girdwood residents looking for
housing close to jobs, but also for Girdwood employers looking to attract and retain a
talented workforce.
Economic Development Potential: Our plan proposes a mix of residential development within
walking distance of the new Girdwood townsite, which in turn may spur additional
commercial and business development on vacant land zoned commercial in that location.
Master Plan Compatibility: Our plan will be consistent with all plans, ordinances, and policies.
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Description and Clear
Scope/Scale of Project
Approach
Our development team proposes a phased, multi-year build-out of residential subdivisions that will
offer a mix of single- and multi-family market and affordable options. Our strategies will rigorously
integrate the Development Priorities and Goals as articulated in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 of the RFP.
Given the limited marketing information available regarding long-term residential needs in
Girdwood and the uncertainties of the current post-Pandemic economy, the scope and scale of our
proposed development plan, as presented in this narrative, will be generalized. That said, our longterm successful experience in the Anchorage real estate has made us perceptive to market trends,
as well as flexible and adaptable in tailoring the scope and scale of subdivisions to meet community
vision and consumer demands.

Scale of Project
In analyzing the land parcels HLB have made available through this RFP, we considered the following
key elements:










Current zoning and land-use designations memorialized in Anchorage Municipal Code and
Girdwood planning documents.
Wetland designations
Surficial geology
Topography, especially slopes
Water bodies (Glacier Creek)
Opportunities to connect with existing infrastructure.
Existing trail alignments, especially Historic Iditarod Trail
Proposed trail alignments, as identified on community trail plans, inclusive of in-progress
efforts.
Probably development costs

The following figure consolidates the topographic constraints (as defined by terrain slopes) and
designated wetland areas.
As a result of our analyses, we propose to focus our development within sections of Girdwood
Elementary School Tract C and Alyeska Prince Addition 1, Tract I. Specifically, we propose to develop
in the portions of those tracts with current zoning designations of GR-3 and GR-5.
Our conclusion is that these lands provide the best opportunities for appropriate and cost-effective
development and thus provide the highest potential for successful delivery of housing stock to the
Girdwood Community.
P a g e | 15
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Road Development
All streets will be developed in accordance with current municipal code and standards set forth in
the Municipality of Anchorage Project Management and Engineering Department’s Design Criteria
Manual.
Hightower Road Extension—Phases 1-3 of the development would be accessed through an
extension of Hightower Road north from the Girdwood K-8 School. From the school site, north to
the development’s south boundary, the extension will maintain the current rural characteristics of
Hightower Road seen north of the Town Center. This connector road will be developed using a 25
mile per hour (MPH) design speed, a 22-foot strip-paved travel way, vegetated drainage swales, and
a detached paved pathway. The figure below depicts a typical cross-section for an interior
subdivision street.

Interior (Local Rural) Residential Streets—Interior subdivision roads will be developed to help
maintain a high-quality living environment, provide a small-town character, and reinforce the
unique natural qualities of the natural landscape. To that extent, the extension of Hightower Road
between the Girdwood Elementary School and Crow Creek Road will serve as the “spine road” for
the housing development. This peripheral street will be developed using a 25 MPH design speed, a
20-foot strip-paved travel way, vegetated drainage swales, and a detached paved pathway. The
figure on the following page depicts a typical cross-section for an interior subdivision street.
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The interior streets that have direct access to the Hightower Road extension will have a design speed
of 20 MPH with 10-foot paved travel lanes and 3 ½ foot gravel shoulders. Pedestrian access will be
provided to the streets by the individual unit driveways. A series of existing trails run throughout
the development area, including the Iditarod Trail. These trails will be prioritized by the
development with connection points from the streets to the pathways. The proposed low volume
residential interior streets will be built as a ‘shared street’, mixing auto and pedestrian movement.
Attention will be given to design characteristics to visually narrow the drive lane and promote slower
traffic speeds.
Crow Creek Road—As currently proposed, Crow Creek Road will need to be upgraded and paved for
approximately 1 mile to better serve the HLB housing development. Because Phases 1-3 will be
accessed via Hightower Road, we anticipate constructing these upgrades for Crow Creek Road as an
element of the Phase 4 subdivision improvements.
Near the project, Crow Creek Road is an 18-to-20-foot unimproved gravel road. Drainage facilities
are inadequate and signs of runoff overtopping the roadway are evident. Anticipated road upgrades
will likely involve a complete reconstruct of the existing road. Improvements should include a 24foot strip paved surface, gravel shoulders, properly sized ditches, and cross culverts, and signing and
striping. Addition of a detached pathway along this section of road would be extremely costly and
have notable environmental impacts. The figure on the following page depicts a typical cross-section
for the segment of Crow Creek Road that would be improved with this project.
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Circulation and Parking—The proposed street network will be aligned to distribute the traffic as
evenly and equitably as practical. At full development, the HLB housing project will benefit from
three access points—one via Hightower Road and two directly to Crow Creek Road. The street
network access points will help reduce daily miles travelled by vehicles and ensure proper access for
emergency services equipment. The street network will also utilize private driveways to service local
residential homes, garages, and carports. Driveways will be designed to maintain the natural
qualities of the site, following site contours, and preserving amenities such as rock outcroppings and
mature trees. Garages and carports will be located to facilitate a more neighbor-to-neighbor
interaction as residents engage their neighbors on their way to the house.
Off-street parking will be provided consistent with existing MOA codes. On-street parking
accommodations are not anticipated.

Utilities and Public Service
To move forward, the project requires careful planning and coordination between expansion of
water, sewer, roads, dry utilities, and other infrastructure. Exact phasing of the project will be driven
by market demand and funding required to develop these underlying supporting infrastructures.
Potable Water—AWWU operates the public water system serving Girdwood. Water for the system
is supplied by wells located in the upper portion of the Girdwood Valley. In 2010, AWWU
constructed a 16-inch ductile iron backbone water main that completed a loop between the
reservoir north of the airport and the existing water main in Hightower Road. AWWU Master Plan
defines a backbone main as:
“Backbone main is a newly defined category of pipe for this asset management
plan. It provides the primary supply of treated water to reservoirs or distribution
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mains within the boundaries of major areas defined by pressure zones and can
serve customers directly. These mains may be supplied from transmission mains,
wells or from other backbone main.”
The HLB development will expand upon this backbone system and create distribution loops to the
north of the existing main. Parcels located adjacent to the existing backbone main will be served
directly from the main.
Sanitary Sewer—AWWU’s piped sewer system currently extends up Hightower Road to the
Girdwood Elementary School. AWWU has planned for a future sewer line to extend further north
beyond the school. This is evident because during construction of the 2010 Girdwood Water
Improvements Phase II-B project, when the water trenching operations encountered bedrock, an
adjacent trench was drilled and shot for future sewer. Providing for a future sewer line greatly
reduced the risk of damage to the water main associated with blasting activities. Initial evaluations
indicated that the HLB property can be served by a gravity sewer system. However, some of the lots
along the downhill side of the roads, particularly those lots backing up against Glacier Creek, may
require individual residential lift stations.
Fire Protection—During phasing development of the project, the MOA Fire Department will be
consulted to confirm access requirements for emergency responders and fire hydrant locations. Fire
protection for individual structures will be in accordance with current building and fire code
requirements.
Dry Utilities—Gas, electric, and telecommunications will be provided to individual lots via joint use
easements adjacent to the road right-of-way.
Storm Drainage—Stormwater management basis-of-design for this housing development project
will meet or exceed the criteria set forth in the Anchorage Stormwater Manual. Stormwater
conveyance will primarily be via vegetated open channel systems. Pre-existing drainage patterns
will be maintained as needed, but no additional drainage will be directed onto neighboring lots,
because of the new development. The project will strive to achieve an overall goal to provide water
quality treatment for stormwater runoff to the extent practicable.

Infrastructure Costs
The following table presents order-of-magnitude estimates for quantities and prices for major work
items associated with the development’s infrastructure build-out. For purposes of estimating a Total
Development Cost for infrastructure, we input percentage-based values for contingencies (including
minor work items), design and construction administration.
INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS: PHASES 1 THROUGH 7

ITEM
NO.

WORK DESCRIPTION
(UNIT PRICE IN WORDS)

PAY
UNIT

A-1

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (Type 3)

per LS

A-2

Clearing and Grubbing

per AC

A-3

Excavation

per CY

ESTIMATED
QUANTITY

UNIT BID
PRICE

TOTAL BID
PRICE
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INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS: PHASES 1 THROUGH 7

ITEM
NO.

WORK DESCRIPTION
(UNIT PRICE IN WORDS)

PAY
UNIT

A-4

Trench Excavation and Backfill (various depths)

per LF

A-5

Bedding Material (Class E)

per TON

A-6

Drain Rock

per TON

A-7

Classified Fill and Backfill (Type 2A)

per TON

A-8

Classified Fill and Backfill (Type 2)

per TON

A-9

Leveling Course

per TON

A-10

Geotextile (Separation)

per SY

A-11

Insulation (2-inch)

per SF

A-12

AC Pavement (Class E)

per TON

A-13

Furnish and Install Pipe

per LF

A-14

Construct Sanitary Sewer Manhole

per EA

A-15

Sewer Service (4-inch)

per EA

A-16

Furnish, Install (24-inch CPEP)

per LF

A-17

Furnish and Install (8-inch, PVC) Pipe

per LF

A-18

Furnish and Install 8-inch Gate Valve

per EA

A-19

Furnish and Install Fire Hydrant Assembly

per EA

A-20

Furnish and Install Water Service

per EA

A-21

Construction Survey

per LS

A-22

Traffic Markings (4-inch)

per LF

A-23

Traffic Maintenance

per LS

A-24

Topsoil (4-inch)

per MSF

A-25

Seeding

per MSF

ESTIMATED
QUANTITY

UNIT BID
PRICE

TOTAL BID
PRICE

Construction
Contingency
Design
Construction Admin

)

Total Infrastructure Cost (rounded up):
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Project Timeline

6

Project Timeline
As described, we envision a phased, programmatic development of the tracts. The seven phases
would proceed in an effective sequential order, each phase requiring
months to advance
from initiation of the platting process to completion of the vertical construction. Assuming favorable
market conditions and housing absorption, we anticipate completing the seven phases by
The GANTT chart on page 21 presents a pro forma development timeline. For purposes of detailing
the underlying activities for each phase, a work breakdown structure is provided for the first phase.
The underlying tasks and activities are expected to be applied in subsequent Phases 2 through 7 and
are rolled up in the timeline to facilitate presentation of the full project duration in a single graphic.

Contract Execution Narrative
Our schedule anticipates three months for proposal review, selection, contract negotiations, and
approvals. The magnitude and complexity of this development implies that the Municipal
Administration and the Assembly, as well as the Girdwood Board of Supervisors may be involved in
finalizing the agreement. As such we have programmed time for monthly meeting cycles and other
requirements. It is noted that a
, Notice to Proceed means that the pre-design
field programs will have a late start in the
. If there are protracted delays in putting an
agreement in place, the fieldwork may be delayed until
pushing Phase 1 construction
into
.

Phase 1—Platting, Design, and Construction Narrative
Our team has successfully delivered many residential development projects within a
month timeframe. Consequently our pro forma sequencing of tasks and activities and the time
budgets assigned by them are informed by extensive engagement with the Municipality’s Planning
and Development Services teams.
It is also noted that although not discreetly indicated in our work breakdown structure (for purposes
of clarity and conciseness), our team anticipates continuous engagement with project stakeholders
through Board and Commission appearances, public meetings, and other project communication
strategies. Holly Spoth-Torres, ASLA, our public involvement coordinator is well-known to the
Girdwood community, as well as Municipal Boards, Commissions, and agencies.
The prescribed flow of a Municipal platting process also provides significant opportunities to address
issues that are potentially disruptive to the schedule. Considered holistically, the platting and design
process is allocated nearly months for each phase. Given that a typical phase consists of
lots
with 1,000 linear feet each of road, water, and sanitary sewer improvements, an
surveying and engineering cycle is reasonable.
A specific task was not assigned to marketing the homes that would be constructed in each phase.
Under current market conditions, we expect pre-sales of almost all homes that will be built in the
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first two or three phases. Consequently, the completion of “vertical construction” in each phase is
assumed to be immediately followed by 100 percent occupancy.
As previously discussed, the continuity of this phased development is also dependent upon market
demand. Although optimistic, we are also familiar with Anchorage’s cyclical market and how
external forces influence it. One advantage the Spinelli team brings to this development is our ability
to “weather” market disruptions. The Girdwood community, as well as the Municipality, can be
assured of our firm commitment to implementing our proposed program of development.
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